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Management Summary
Back in the “good old days” (all time before the Millennial generation), occasionally one would see
comparisons between General Motors (GM) and International Business Machines (IBM). Not common
products, of course, but common organizational philosophies. They were both global in scope, had many
employees in complex organizational structures, and sold many products covering broad markets. As we
all can readily acknowledge, many things have changed. GM has slimmed down a bit – That’s not
father’s (or grandfather’s) Buick anymore. Oldsmobile’s gone; Pontiac’s gone; Saturn’s gone; as are
several accessory divisions. IBM has shed more than a few pounds as well, even things they invented:
typewriters, copiers, printers, open architecture personal computers and the servers derived therefrom, and
solid-state and disk components. Still, GM still rolls on in better and healthier condition, and much of the
world’s largest enterprises and institutions continue to rely on IBM servers. IBM claims (and so far has
not been challenged) that seventy percent of all enterprise data is managed by its mainframe products, the
IBM z13 being its latest generation.1 And now, 13 months after the z13 was announced and in the pattern
that IBM seems to have established, its entry point into its latest technology, the IBM z13s was announced
today, with renewed emphasis on integration into hybrid clouds and the consequent need for improved
cyber security.
We recognize that the forces driving enterprises and IT technology today are many and varied but are
clearly dominated by the need for more responsive, flexible, and manageable processes that contribute to
the bottom line, whether measured by profit or lower service costs. This is reflected in the increased
inertia to open source software, the integration of or migration to cloud-based infrastructures, the explosion in mobile, smart endpoints (the Internet of Things – IoT), and the challenges of provisioning these
environments in a severely stressed but trusted infrastructure.
This paper focuses on how IBM is dealing with these realities through its latest mainframe
announcements. Broken down in three, closely related parts, they are: (1) enhancing the capabilities of z
Systems as a cloud platform, (2) providing a most secure but accessible IT environment in a world with
ever-increasing threats and risks, and (3) a close look at the latest z Systems mainframe technology
designed to respond to this world. Please read on for the many details.
Mainframe-Centric Hybrid Clouds Are Real
If you still are of a mind that IBM mainframes
are “islands” isolated by obscure and expensive
legacy software and the few mysterious and now
more elderly folks in the back office that tend to it,
you have it backwards. Mainframes, particularly
those engendered with the latest z Systems
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technology, are very much where the real action is
and the people tending to it run the gamut of the
age spectrum. The trusted enterprise systems hub,
the system of record, not only plays well with the
systems of engagement and the systems of insight
but also IBM continues to demonstrate that the
mainframe should be considered as the first
choice to also host the latter two.2
The reality is that most enterprise data centers
have deeply embedded heterogeneous server
architectures that evolved mostly under the principles of “best-fit-for-purpose”. The need for
flexible and responsive business processes and,
hence, the IT infrastructures needed to support
them have been the major forces driving the adoption of cloud technologies. Some began by adopting these principles exclusively in-house, motivated by the need to control and secure their proprietary processes and data, but now are reaching out
into the public domain when it is the most economical source or provides unique capabilities.
Still others have chosen to expand their support for new business processes exclusively
through public clouds, while maintaining their
core processes and most secure systems in-house,
but now recognize that this isolation very much
limits their ability to gain new momentum by
integrating the two in real time because data at a
distance can be too slow to access. Hence, the
need exists to develop and refine hybrid cloud
infrastructures that become the symbiosis of
the capabilities of both private and public
clouds. IBM once again is responding to these
needs by enhancing the capabilities of mainframes
to be an essential element of hybrid clouds.
APIs – The Common Language of the
Hybrid Cloud World
APIs (Application Program Interfaces) are the
software tools, routines, and protocols that act as
the technology glue for integrating business process, applications, and data that connect enterprises with customers, partners, and employees. IBM
is optimizing its StrongLoop technology3 for z
Systems, which enables software developers to
write hybrid cloud applications for the server side
using the Node.js language. Node.js in the z Systems environment improves performance and
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increases efficiency in hybrid cloud environments.
Node.js runs on Linux for z Systems running on
an IFL (Integrated Facility for Linux), a specialty
processor core.
Also now integrated into z Systems is IBM’s
Cloudant Technology4, which is an enterprisegrade fully-managed NoSQL database that stores
data in JSON5 format that is common for mobile
device data. This capability significantly facilitates the storing of unstructured object data
natively in a z Systems database.
In addition, IBM has announced a Statement
of Direction6 that states that they intend to deliver
enhancements to the z/OS platform’s capabilities
to assist in transformation to value-generating service providers, delivering world-class services
internally or over the Internet. With these capabilities, z/OS administrators can:
 Rapidly provision environments for
workload deployment and release these
resources to a shared pool when complete.
 Enable direct access to z/OS computing
resources by end users through a selfservice portal.
 Establish metered service methodologies to enable pay-for–use schemes.
 Create service catalogs with customizable services that enable multi-tenancy
and rapid elasticity.
 Invoke these new functions through
a web browser-based user interface
or through programmable REST interfaces.
The benefits of these new and enhanced technologies are manifold. Systems of record are
accessible by mobile applications (but securely –
more about that to follow), internal development
is accelerated, and the world-class scalability, reliability, and availability of z Systems are brought
to hybrid cloud applications. Organizations
embracing these technologies can speed time to
market, expand the reach of their offerings, and
reduce the costs of delivering mobile data by serving it directly rather than hosting off-loaded data
on a distributed system.
4

2

For more discussion of the mainframe-based private cloud
see IBM zEnterprise is Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure in the
April 14, 2014, issue of The Clipper Group Navigator,
available at
.
3
StrongLoop, Inc., a leading provider of popular application
development software, was acquired by IBM in September
2015.

Cloudant, Inc. was acquired by IBM in March 2015 and
extends IBM’s leadership in mobile, big data, cloud, and analytics computing.
5
NoSQL (or NonSQL) = not relational structured query language. JSON = JavaScript Object Notation.
6
For more on the Statement of Direction, see http://www01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDoc.wss?docURL=/common/ss
i/rep_ca/3/897/ENUS215453/index.html&lang=en&request_locale=en
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Exhibit 1 — z Systems Allows Insightful Analysis Without Moving Data

z Systems provides an optimized platform to derive insights
from all client data without moving it
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Federated Analytics Delivered Through
Hybrid Clouds
“Federated analytics” is the erudite term for
recognizing the need to enable deep-dive analytics
on data of diverse types and from diverse sources
while avoiding the debilitating latency and costs
of complex ETL (extract-transform-load) processes – a defining need for all hybrid cloud infrastructures. Mission-critical transaction data captured in z/OS DB2 and IMS databases and VSAM
file systems on the mainframe are, for the most
part, highly structured, but more and more operational data is being held in non-z/OS-based data
systems such as DB2 for Linux, DB2 for
Windows, and Oracle databases. There also is the
rising tide of open-source databases such as
PostgresSQL, MariaDB, Apache CouchDB and
Cassandra, and MongoDB7. Unstructured data
sources such as blog text, news feeds, documents,
audio, video, geospatial data, records and reports
7

PostgresSQL: a cross-platform open-source object relational
database management system. MariaDB: an open-source fork
of the Oracle’s MySQL relational database manager. Apache
Couch: an open-source document-oriented NoSQL database
that uses JSON to store data and JavaScript as its query language. Apache Cassandra: an open-source distributed database management system that is designed to handle large
amounts of data across many commodity servers and providing
high performance, high availability with no single point of
failure. MongoDB: an open-source cross-platform documentoriented database using dynamic schema JSON-like documents
as its basic entity.

– think Twitter, Word docs, Instagram, Snapchat,
Facebook, You Tube – almost any data without a
tightly-defined record format. They represent
huge volumes, requiring very large data capacities, and a huge opportunity to bring new insights
to an organization’s processes and activities, as
well as to public information sources that monitor
economic and environmental factors that could
affect your organization. One of the essential
elements IBM is using to bring federated analytics
to realization is Apache Spark8, a free and opensource web application software framework and
domain-specific language written in Java and often described as the operating system for data analytics. It allows users to create web applications
in Java, Python, Scala, or R quickly. Spark provides 80 high-level operators and a stack of libraries that enable and simplify the building of parallel applications quickly and efficiently that combine SQL, streaming, and complex analytics
seamlessly into the same application. Moreover,
it has demonstrably faster execution than Hadoop
MapReduce does in memory or on disk – even
while still using Hadoop HDFS as the storage
8

For additional information, see https://spark.apache.org/.
For a 5:37 minute video demonstrating how Apache
Spark running natively on z/OS can be used to federate analytics across business critical data as well as external data while
leaving all data on its system of origin, see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDmWcuO5Rk8&feature=
youtu.be&spfreload=1.
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engine for larger data sets. Spark has been implemented for Power (and other UNIX-based platforms), x86, Linux for z Systems, and is now
available to run under z/OS – Apache Spark for
IBM z Systems. (See Exhibit 1, above.)
With Apache Spark’s common cross-platform
programming framework, data analysts can take
advantage of z System’s advanced analytics capabilities without having to worry about the specific
format of the data. Data movement is all but
eliminated and IT complexity and costs are reduced, usually significantly because ETL activities (out and in) alone can be a resource hog.
With Apache Spark on a mainframe, organizations can obtain faster insights – even in realtime, decision frameworks are richer, and
more agile responses to the shifting needs of
enterprise data users can be achieved.
Hybrid Cloud – New Landscape, New
Threats
Check the newspaper today to see which
organization has just discovered a significant
security breach. IBM mainframes have a welldeserved reputation for having been the most
secure platform, having proactively achieved this
over a period of more than fifty years. However,
as enterprises undertake the integration of hybrid
cloud infrastructures, traditional security practices
may become insufficient. In this environment
security must be thought of as an immune system.
Among many factors this system must encompass
are data monitoring and access control, identity
management, application scanning, endpoint
malware protection, threat management, fraud
protection, and security intelligence. IBM, along
with some new partners, is taking a number of
steps to fortify hybrid cloud infrastructures.
Identify Threats Through Cognitive Analysis

IBM is rushing to extend its deep research and
experience in cognitive computing capabilities
into solving real problems observed in enterprise
data centers. IBM z Systems Cyber Security Analytics, a new capability that provides an advanced
level of threat monitoring based on behavioral
analytics, is a breakthrough innovation from IBM
Research. The solution learns administrators’
behaviors and then is able to detect anomalous
patterns on the platform and alert senior administrators to potential malicious activity. z Systems
Cyber Security Analytics will be available on a
no-charge, as-a-service beta offering with each
z13 and z13s. Coupled with IBM Security
QRadar software, which can correlate data from
more than 500 data sources to help organizations
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determine if security-related events are simply
anomalies or potential threats, z Systems now is
able to deliver intelligent security solutions that
offer protection from end-to-end.
Automation of Security Intelligence with
Speeded Delivery Capabilities

When paired with z Systems’ unique security capabilities, these software solutions establish end-to-end security in hybrid cloud environments.
 IBM Security Identity Governance and
Intelligence, an identity governance platform,
can help prevent inadvertent or malicious
internal data loss by governing and auditing
access based on known policies while granting
access to those who have been cleared as needto-know users.
 IBM Security Guardium supports heterogeneous environments and helps ensure data
integrity by providing intelligent data monitoring, which tracks which users are accessing
what specific data, helping quickly identify
threat sources in the event of a breach. It also
provides high-performance encryption of both
structure and unstructured data.
 IBM Security zSecure and IBM Security
QRadar use real-time alerts to focus immediately on the identified critical security threats
that matter the most to the business. More specifically, IBM Security zSecure is a suite of
products that provides assistance to compliance
with industry regulations, enhances security
intelligence, improves identity governance,
reduces costs through improved IT staff
productivity, and protects your enterprise while
supporting new cloud, mobile and big data
applications. It also provides integration with
IBM Security Identity Governance and Intelligence.
IBM Security QRadar provides a unified
architecture for integrating security information and event management (SIEM), log
management, anomaly detection, incident
forensics, and configuration and vulnerability
management. These products offer advanced
threat detection, greater ease of use, and lower
total cost of ownership.
 IBM Multi-factor Authentication for z/OS
(MFA) is now available for z/OS on the z13
and the z13s. The solution adds another layer
of security by requiring privileged users to
enter a second form of identification, such as a
PIN or randomly generated token, to gain
access to the system. This is the first time
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Exhibit 2 — The New z13s Mainframe

A secure cloud for every business with new z13s
• 1.4x total z/OS capacity

• Faster decision making
with data-in-memory

• 2.1x total Linux on z capacity
• 2.3x performance boost for
cryptographic coprocessors
• Up to 1.5x improvement for
generic apps with Java8
using SIMD and SMT

Machine Type: 2965
Models: N10 & N20

• 1.5 -1.8x more bandwidth
per I/O domain
• 2x increase in
channel speed
• 8x increase in memory

Up to

6

Up to

20 IFLs

CPs

4 TB memory

156 available
capacity settings

• Hundreds of production
capable virtual machines
• Faster data sharing
between systems
• Enterprise-grade Linux
• More scale for mobile
transactions
• Faster fraud detection
• Lower cloud cost

• 2x increase in cache

Hardware / software integration leads to richer optimization
Engagement services for security, cloud, mobile and analytics to help accelerate adoption

Source: IBM

MFA has been tightly integrated in the z/OS
operating system, rather than through an addon software solution. This level of integration
provides more streamlined configuration and
better stability and performance.
Expanding the Security Ecosystem with New
Partnerships

Total system security requires deep knowledge of specific industries and threats. That is
why IBM is working with other leaders in the
field to augment its own solutions to deliver an
expanded and robust security ecosystem.
 Forcepoint’s Trusted Thin Client provides
secure access from a single device. The solution enables users to access sensitive and nonsensitive information hosted on separate
access points from a single PC or mobile device while protecting the integrity of the data.
 BlackRidge delivers identity-based network
security that operates before network connections are established and security defenses engage at the application layer. BlackRidge
determines and authenticates user or device
identity on the first packet before network connections are established. This provides the
equivalent of secure caller ID for the network
that allows only identified and authorized users
or devices access to enterprise systems and
data, stopping known and even unknown
threats.
 RSM Partners offers deep expertise in application readiness, penetration testing, and security

reviews. It also has software products that help
ease security administration and provide dashboards that give a view into an organization’s
overall mainframe security posture.

z13s – More Power in a Single Frame
The just-announced IBM z13s brings all the
new technologies pioneered in the announcement
of the IBM z13 announced in January 20159 at a
lower entry point, ostensibly for midmarket enterprises. (See Exhibit 2, above.) Large enterprises,
however, also might find this offering appealing
as it provides new opportunity to distribute the
most up-to-date resources at a lower cost, if that is
the better fit for their organization’s solution
plans. Among the advantages of the z13s are
1.4 times total z/OS and 2.1 times total Linux
on z processing capacity compared to the prior
generation, the zBC12.10 This is accomplished
through the use of a faster chip, seven additional
cores, two times more cache, up to eight times
more main memory, and numerous architectural
enhancements. In a single frame, it brings improvements that will enable faster decision
making by providing more data in memory,
more scale for mobile transactions, increased
9

See the footnote 1 on page 1 for reference to additional information on the z13.
10
See The Clipper Group Navigator entitled
IBM’s zEnterprise BC12 - More of What You Need,
dated
August
16,
2013,
and
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013013.pdf.
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Exhibit 3 —
Comparison of the z13s to its zBC12 Predecessor with z13 as Reference
Name
Month/Year Shipped
Type
Models

z13s
03/3016
2965
N10 / N20

zBC12
09/2013
2828
H06 / H13

z13s Compared
To zBC12

z13 (as Reference)
01/2015
2964
N30, N63, N96, NC9, NE1

Chip Process
Cycle Rate (GHz)
Entry MIPS
Single CP MIPS (a)
Total CP MIPS
Subcapacity Steps MIPS
CPC Drawers
PU SCM per Drawer (b)
Active Cores / PU SCM
User Configurable Cores Max.

22nm
4.3
80
1430
7120 approx.
156 (26 x 6 CPs)
<= 6500 MIPS
1/2
4 PU + 2 SC
6 or 7
10 / 20

32nm
4.2
50
1064
4900 approx.
156 (26 x 6 CPs)
<= 4400 MIPS
1 /2
4 PU + 2 SC
4 or 5
6 / 13

n/a
+2.4%
+60%
+34%
+45%
+48%
up about 2100 MIPS
same
same
+40-50%
+66% / 54%

22nm
5.0
250
1695
111,000 approx.
90 (3 x 30 CPs)
<= 21 kMIPS
1 to 4
6 PU + 2 SC
8
141

z/OS CP Max. (c)
Linux IFL Max.
Total Active Cores Max.
LPARS Ma.x
L1 Cache (Core) (d)
L2 Cache (Core) (d)
L3 Cache (Chip)
L4 Cache (SCM)
Min Main Memory (GB)
Max Main Memory (TB)
Upgrades To

6
20
26
40
96K (I) +128K (D)
2M +2M
64MB
704MB-1408MB
1000
4
z13 N30

6
13
18
30
64K (I) +96K (D)
2MB
24MB
192MB
8 (RAIM)
0.496 (RAIM)
zEC12 & z13s

same
+54%
+44%
+33%
+40%
+100%
+166%
+266%
125X
+700%
n/a

141
141
168
85
96K (I) +128K (D)
2M +2M
64MB
1408MB
64
10
Next System

Footprint (Enclosure)

Single 24” Frame

Single 24” Frame

same

Dual Frame

Cooling

Radiator-based
Radiator-based
same
Optional Water
air cooled
air cooled
Cooling Unit
Core Configuration: All models may include CP, ICF, IFL, zIIP, or optional SAP processors.

Notes
(a) CP = Core configured for System z architecture
(b) SCM = Single-Chip Module
(c) Maximum z/OS CP per CPC, remainder may be IFL, zIIP, ICF, or SAP
(d) L1& L2 cache is divided for use by Instructions (I) and Data (D)
Source: IBM, with computations by Clipper

capabilities to support hundreds of productiongrade virtual machines, faster fraud protection, lower cloud cost, and enterprise-grade
Linux. (See Exhibit 3, above.)
Standard Security Capabilities with Higher
Performance
The new z13s is tuned for hybrid cloud
environments and can secure critical information across an organization's data centers
and the systems that clients use to engage with
them. Faster Cryptographic operations are provided by the Central Processor Assist for Crypto-

graphic Function (CPACF) and is available on
general purpose (CP) and IFL z13s core types, as
in prior generations, but its speed has been greatly
improved for a number of functions, especially for
enterprises increasing their use of Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) and Internet Protocol Security (IPSEC); these uses will benefit directly. Encryption
functions are expected to run two times faster and
hashing functions up to 3.5 times faster. Java V8
includes native support for CPACF, so Java applications also will benefit directly.
Optionally, cryptography functions also are
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provided, as in prior generations, at the network
interface. The z13s includes a PCIe-based crypto
coprocessor, the IBM Crypto Express5S (CEX5S)
that complements the CPACF. Performance is
improved and new functions, such as VISA Format Preserving Encryption (VFPE) for payment
processing, are provided.
Simultaneous Multi-Threading Improves
Scalability
Introduced with the z13, dual-threaded
Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) operation is
supported for IFLs and zIIPs11 and also is available for IFLs and zIIPs on the z13s. Up to two
active execution threads now are provided for
each core, with each thread dynamically sharing
cache memory, translation buffers, and execution
resources. The SMT design enhancement can
boost core and chip throughput significantly,
up to 1.7 times faster for zIIPs and 1.6 times
faster for IFLs. SMT operation is functionally
transparent to all middleware and application
programs. It should be noted that SMT is not
applicable at this time to cores defined as standard
z Systems processor (CP) units.
Single Instruction Multiple Data Enhances
Business Analytics
Also introduced with the z13, the Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) adds 138 new
instructions; these also are available for all processor unit types on z13s. These new instructions
provide new string, vector integer, and vector
floating-point operations on 32 new 128-bit registers. SIMD will provide significantly improved
performance for vector computations and complex mathematical modeling characteristic of
many business analytics applications; up to 80%
throughput advantage on select functions is being
claimed by IBM. Exploitation will be through
math and linear algebra libraries (MASS and
ATLAS12), compiler enhancements (Java and
C/C++) for z/OS applications on z Systems.
SIMD’s greatest benefits likely are to be
observed in real-time data analytics applied to
transaction and semi-structured or unstructured data streams that are being monitored
for unusual patterns or other anomalies.

11

The optional zIIP (z Systems Integrated Information Processor) accelerates a number of functions including Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) task and Java application code, z/OS
SML System Services, several DB2 for z/OS functions, among
others.
12
MASS = Mathematical Acceleration Subsystem; ATLAS =
Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software.
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Rapid Deployment of High Performance
Analytics Delivered by the Accelerator
For high-performance analytics in many
transaction-processing applications, the IBM DB2
Analytics Accelerator for z/OS, V5.1 is a very
effective tool. It is a high-performance appliance
that integrates z Systems infrastructure with IBM
PureData for analytics, powered by IBM Netezza
technology. Also known as the Accelerator, it
is a workload-optimized appliance specifically
designed to assist enterprises meet the challenge
of complex analytical needs. The Accelerator is
directly attached through high-speed links to any z
Systems processor, such as the z13s, as a logical
extension of DB2. Query tuning is eliminated as
well as the need to create and maintain indices.
The routing of queries is automatic so that the
Accelerator is completely transparent to users and
applications and, therefore, no query modifications are required to begin to exploit its accelerated performance. The Accelerator can lower the
turnaround time and predictability of complex
queries dramatically; up-to-2000-times performance improvements have been reported in
real-world uses. Recent functional and performance enhancements include support for Accelerator-only tables, which will benefit tools that use
temporary datasets, in-database analytics capabilities that enable accelerated predictive analytics
applications, encryption of data at rest and in
motion providing advanced security, and performance improvements in incremental update.
Workload Pricing Metrics
No new pricing metrics have been announced;
the AEWLC (Advanced Entry Workload License
Charge) still applies for Monthly Licensing
Charge (MLC) system and middleware software,
which already builds in lower incremental prices
for larger capacity. However, there will be a “new
curve” for the z13; IBM calls it Technology Update Pricing, which is expected to deliver, on average, a 5% price performance improvement
compared to a zBC12 at the same capacity.
When it comes to new workloads, IBM already
has shown increasing willingness to aggressively price when new workloads are introduced to
the mainframe. zNALC, System z New Application License Charge13, has been in place for some
time, effectively lowering the z/OS license fees by
about 90% for certain new workloads, known as
qualified applications.
13

Some restrictions apply to the terms and conditions of this
offering and are subject to approval by IBM.
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To provide for much greater flexibility as to
where the client’s new applications are run, IBM
introduced IBM Collocated Application Pricing
(ICAP) in January 2015. This provides the capability to run new ICAP-eligible applications,
which may have unusual periodic peak demands,
in any LPAR without affecting the MLC charges
associated with other applications. At the same
time, IBM also introduced Country Multiplex
Pricing (CMP), which essentially redefines Sysplex pricing rules eliminating the need for interconnectivity or data sharing as a criterion.14
Higher Performance for LinuxONE
Rockhopper
On August 17, 2015, IBM announced LinuxONE, a Linux-only mainframe, its software support, and new ecosystem.15 Two versions were
announced: the larger-scale Emperor, which is
based on the z13, and an entry system, the Rockhopper, based on the zBC12, the earlier generation midrange mainframe. Anticipated then was
the eventual update of Rockhopper to z13-level
technology. This was “slid under the door”, so to
speak, by IBM on January 26, 2016, without
explicitly mentioning the z13s as its base technology. As of this announcement, the obvious has
been confirmed. The updated Rockhopper will
come in two models, the L10 and the L20, and,
based on IBM’s projections, users should experience more than twice the performance of the
prior midrange model. In addition, with the
new pricing options introduced for LinuxONE
systems, these offerings become an even more
compelling option to Linux-based cloud
implementations on distributed commodity
servers.

Conclusion
IBM mainframe watchers in the IT universe
tend to make a much bigger fuss over the largest
member of the family; last year, it was the z13.
Why is that a surprise? The largest system, formerly known as the “Enterprise Class”, always
leads the announcement of a new mainframe generation, always has by far the highest capacity,
and almost always new under-the-cover technologies are introduced therein. The largest enterprises and those most well-known always are the
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early adopters.
However, it would be a mistake to dismiss the
z13s midrange/midmarket system as much less
relevant to those who currently have System z
technology or are considering it for their organizations. The z13s is no less able, in terms of its
capabilities, to address – cost effectively – the
newest technological demands on IT infrastructures, private or hybrid cloud, real-time
analytics, secure mobile access, while continuing to improve its core computational and data
management missions. IBM does not disclose
its sales volumes relative to the mix of mainframe
servers, but it is more likely that the market opportunity for the smaller system is much larger than
the high-end in terms of units.
The z13s provides a lower entry point to the
many advantages of z Systems, not to mention its
lower cost, and there are a number of use
cases for including them in an IT infrastructure
that already includes a larger system, including
the capabilities to:
(a) Serve as a backup or disaster recovery
system for a limited number of critical
business processes,
(b) Support a remote location or to provide a host for specialized services, or
(c) Supplement a group of systems in a
Parallel Sysplex configuration.
For those data centers who were early
adopters of the zBC12, who may now be very
close to the end of their operating leases, who
may be in need of the capacity bump and/or
the more advanced technology, the z13s should
be an extremely compelling offering.16
Limited only in its total capacity, the current
level of the z architecture also is realized here and
therefore is interchangeable with the z13. The z
System z13s just announced
offers a well-balanced collection of improvements for
existing mainframe customers and even more reasons
for a new customer to consider z Systems for emerging
and critical workloads. It
deserves your consideration, so
take a long and hard look at it.
SM

14

For more detail on ICAP and CWP pricing metrics see the
paper referenced in footnote #1 on page 1.
15
See The Clipper Group Navigator entitled
Open for the Digital Business – IBM Announces LinuxONE
Systems, updated on February 16, 2016, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2016002.pdf.

16

Users of prior generation z114 and z10 BC systems also
obviously would benefit.
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